Blog

Status
- Open

Name
Blog

Feature name and link
Blogs

Description
Multiple blogs can be created with various author and display configurations, etc.

Dev (Bug reports & Feature requests)

Description en français

Descripción en español

Descripció en català

Popular alternatives
WordPress

Type of feature
Section

Setup and admin UI
A

UI end user
A

Stability
A

Feature-set and power
B

Number of permissions
4

Permissions
- tiki_p_create_blogs
- tiki_p_blog_post
- tiki_p_blog_admin
- tiki_p_read_blog

Can override global permissions?
yes

Uses wiki syntax
yes

Multilingual
not needed

History of changes
no

Watch item
yes (global and individual)
RSS feeds
  yes global and individual

Import/export

Attach files
  N/A

Comments
  yes

Ratings
  todo

Modules
  last_blog_posts
  last_created_blogs
  top_visited_blogs
  top_active_blogs
  last_modified_blogs

Score
  yes

Works with global category system
  yes

Category details
  Each blog has it's ID

Theme control
  yes

Mobile version
  yes

Printable version
  yes

Modules: Since_last_visit
  yes

MyTiki
  yes

Search
  yes

Documentation & demo URL links

Notes
  Very similar to Article feature

Admin icon
  B

LastModif
  Tuesday 29 August, 2017 05:29:15 GMT-0000

Comments
The original document is available at https://doc.tiki.org/item35